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The importance of translating OA literature

To spread the message

Newcomers

Working the steps

Guidelines

OA website - www.oa.org

Documents - OA Literature Translations

Region 9 website - www.oaregion9.org

Language & Translations

How to start

Work with the IG or Service Body

Basic literature

Contact with WSO

Glossary

Committee

Licenses

OA website - www.oa.org

License 1 - Agreement to translate OA’s literature

License 2 - Agreement to distribute OA's literature for validations purposes

License 3 - Agreement to publish and distribute OA's literature

Assignment agreement - if literature has been already translated and validated without having licenses 1 and 2.
Funds
Applications for funds from WSO and Region 9
OA website - www.oa.org
Region 9 website

Royalties
License 3
10% of the net income from the sale of the translated literature

Logo
Request to use OA's logo Attachment 1 to license 3

Questions and ideas from the representatives